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Program Review - Academic - Earth Science Latest Version

Overview

Program Review - Collaborators : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Program Review Overview - Organizational Chart : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Please insert the organizational chart for this program or service area.

Program Review Overview - Award Programs : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

AS- T Geology 
AS Earth Sciences 
AS Liberal Arts/Science (Mathematics and Science Option)- We participate in this degree, but do not directly manage it. 

Angela Daneshmand
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Award Programs
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Program Review Overview - Course Offerings: Unique Courses : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Starting with the 2016-2017 catalog, a new system of curriculum designation was implemented following the curriculum overhaul during fall 2015.We are now numbering and
naming our courses to match the numbering/naming scheme used by the C-ID system, which was designed to facilitate articulation and transfer of courses statewide to the
California State University System.All of our course names and numbers match the C-ID course identifiers whenever possible.All of our courses are listed below and except
for those marked with an asterisk, all have passed the C-ID approval process. 
  
Earth Science Courses: 
  
ERTH 100 Physical Geology 
ERTH 100L Physical Geology Lab 
ERTH 111 Historical Geology 
ERTH 120 Earth Sciences 
*ERTH 121 Earth Sciences for Educators – awaiting C-ID approval 
ERTH 130 Environmental Geology 
*ERTH 150 Oceanography - no equivalent course in the C-ID system 
*ERTH 212 San Andreas Fault System Field Study – no equivalent course in the C-ID system 
*ERTH 214 Orange County Geology Field Study – no equivalent course in the C-ID system 
ERTH 200 Geology of California 
  
            With the departmental curriculum overhaul, we also abandoned the use of “GEOL” as a course designator. Reasons for doing so are discussed in the section of the
report on Student Success and Retention.  Also, not all courses are offered every semester.  Some are only offered once a year; others are only offered once every other year. 
The Earth Sciences Department website has the most current rotation schedule for course offerings:  https://sccollege.edu/Departments/EARTH%20SCIENCES/Pages/Course-
Rotation-Schedule.aspx (https://sccollege.edu/Departments/EARTH%20SCIENCES/Pages/Course-Rotation-Schedule.aspx) 
Because our courses have varied modes of instruction, use of the section count for statistical purposes is problematic.  Both ERTH 111 and ERTH 121 are lecture-lab combo
courses, which means the section count varies depending upon how many sections of these courses are scheduled.  Our allotted LHE is constant, so the addition of one of
these courses into the schedule makes our section count artificially low, and vise-versa.  This should be remembered when doing comparisons of data throughout the years
presented.   
 

Program Review Overview - Course Offerings - Number of Sections Offered : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on
08/05/2020 05:24

Program Review Overview - Course Offerings - Total Enrollment : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Program Review Overview - Course Offerings - Students per Offered Section : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on
08/05/2020 05:24

Program Review Overview - Faculty Workload LHE : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
2014-2015 
2015-2016 
2016-2017 
2017-2018 

ERTH 100 Physical Geology ERTH 100 Physical Geology ERTH 100 Physical Geology ERTH 100 Physical Geology

ERTH 100L Physical Geology Lab ERTH 100L Physical Geology Lab ERTH 100L Physical Geology Lab ERTH 100L Physical Geology Lab

ERTH 111 Historical Geology ERTH 111 Historical Geology ERTH 111 Historical Geology ERTH 111 Historical Geology

ERTH 120 Earth Sciences ERTH 120 Earth Sciences ERTH 120 Earth Sciences ERTH 120 Earth Sciences

ERTH 121 Earth Sciences for Educators ERTH 121 Earth Sciences for Educators ERTH 121 Earth Sciences for Educators

ERTH 214 Orange County Geology Field

Study

ERTH 212 San Andreas Fault System Field

Study

ERTH 214 Orange County Geology Field

Study

Unique Courses in 2014-2015 Unique Courses in 2015-2016 Unique Courses in 2016-2017 Unique Courses in 2017-2018

19 23 17 17

Number of Sections Offered 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018

744 761 484 577

Total Enrollment (Seats Filled) 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018

39 33 28 34

Students per Section 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018

https://sccollege.edu/Departments/EARTH%20SCIENCES/Pages/Course-Rotation-Schedule.aspx
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2018-2019 

 

Program Review Overview - Faculty Workload Faculty Headcount : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
2014-2015 
2015-2016 
2016-2017 
2017-2018 
2018-2019

Program Review Overview - Faculty Workload LHE per Faculty : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
2014-2015 
2015-2016 
2016-2017 
2017-2018 
2018-2019

Program Review Overview - Faculty Workload FTEF (LHE/30) : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
2014-2015 
2015-2016 
2016-2017 
2017-2018 
2018-2019

Program Review Overview - Faculty Workload FTES and Efficiency : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
2014-2015 
2015-2016 
2016-2017 

44 76.39% 9 15.63% 4.6 7.99% 57.6 100%

60 84.99% 0 0% 10.6 15.01% 70.6 100%

39 73.31% 5.4 10.23% 8.8 16.47% 53.2 100%

52 94.55% 3 5.45% 0 0% 55 100%

30 52.91% 26.7 47.08% 0

Full-time LHE # Full-time LHE % Part-time LHE # Part-time LHE Overload LHE # Overload LHE % Total LHE # Total LHE %

2 2 2 4

2 0 2 2

2 1 2 3

2 1 0 3

1 3 0 4

Full-time Faculty Headcount Part-time Faculty Headcount Overload Faculty Headcount Total Faculty Headcount

22 4.5 2.3 14.4

30 0 5.3 35.3

19.5 5.44 4.38 17.73

26 3 0 18.33

30 8.9 0 14.18

Full-time LHE per Faculty Part-time LHE per Faculty Overload LHE per Faculty Total LHE per Faculty

1.47 0.3 0.15 1.92

2 0 0.35 2.35

1.3 0.18 0.29 1.77

1.73 0.1 0 1.83

1 0.89 0 1.89

Full-time FTEF Part-time FTEF Overload FTEF Total FTEF
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2017-2018 
2018-2019

Goals and Objectives

Program Review Goals & Objectives - Process and Mission Statement Alignment : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on
08/05/2020 05:24

What processes does your program/service area follow to create, evaluate, and update annual plan goals?  
We get together once/twice a year and discuss what we want to change and what we want to add and then the department chair makes the changes.
How is SCC’s mission statement (https://www.sccollege.edu/About/Pages/CollegeMissionStatement.aspx) reflected in your goals?
It is reflected in our goals because they speak to ways to improve our classes, program and facilities.  

Our department mission -  
The Department of Earth Sciences will offer a comprehensive general education and transfer program for both students interested in becoming geoscientists, as well as
students with any other major interest. The study of Earth will promote an interest in the planet that encourages curiosity, scientific literacy, life-long learning, and use of the
critical thinking skills they develop to make informed choices about their interactions with the world around them. 
 

Program Review Goals & Objectives - Annual Plan Goals Not Aligned with EMP Goals : Version by Daneshmand,
Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Data Analysis

Program Review Data Analysis - 1 to 4 : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
What is the successful course completion rate (grades of A, B, C, Credit or Pass) for courses within the program and how does this compare to the institution-set standard for successful
course completion of 63%? 
 
Earth Sciences are in alignment with the institution-set standard of 63% completion rates when all course offerings for the department are examined (Figure 1
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-Jl6H196_ehe9Kr-fp4BMA7eYyX3xsBB/view?usp=sharing))

38.16 54.52

43.54 43.98

55.39 31.23

65.92 35.96

65.28 34.54

Total FTES Overall Efficiency (FTES/FTEF)

Annual Plan Goal

https://www.sccollege.edu/About/Pages/CollegeMissionStatement.aspx
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-Jl6H196_ehe9Kr-fp4BMA7eYyX3xsBB/view?usp=sharing
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 The lowest completion rate is during academic year 2014-15 at 65.7% and our highest is 73.1% for academic year 2015-2016.  If mode of instruction is factored in, as expected,
lab courses have higher success rates than lecture courses.   
For lecture courses only, Earth Sciences exceed the institutional-set standard every academic year except 2014-2015 (Figure 2
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l586tPKYK28khpRcqUEevOWlvKg9VKmw/view?usp=sharing))   During that academic year, the success rate is 62.6%, which rounds up to 63%,
the institution-set standard.  The range in success rate through the years for lecture courses varies from 62.6% to 70.9%.   
All science courses traditionally have labs whenever possible because most students learn material better if there is a hands-on component to the course. Examination of lab
and combo course success rates shows why (Figure 3 (https://drive.google.com/file/d/16SSH8KFbUP_KDIn8CC-LT-Wf35zSdX3-/view?usp=sharing)).  Success rates for the
Earth Sciences in courses that are a lab/include a lab vary from 73.0% to 85.5% and definitely exceed the institution-set standard. 
 
What is the successful course completion rate in basic skills courses (grades of A, B, C, Credit or Pass) within the program?
N/A
What is the course retention rate (any grade except W) for courses within the program?
Historically, the Earth Sciences have never had a retention problem and continue to not have one.  The data in Figure 1 show this trend continuing with retention rates varying
between 77.7% and 85.3%.  Teaching a subject that deals with the Earth is “really rough” or to quote some colleagues: 
  
Math colleague doing a classroom observation on a lecture about streams:  “It must be nice to teach something that is easy on the eyes.” 
  
Physics colleague during a discussion of teaching different subjects: “Somehow erupting volcanoes always seem to be more interesting to general education students than
physics problems.”
What is the course retention rate in basic skills courses (any grade except W) within the program?
N/A

Program Review Data Analysis - 5 : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Degree Number of Degrees Completed 2016-2019
AS-T Geology 7
AS Earth Sciences 0
AS Liberal Arts/Science (Mathematics and Science Option) – we participate in this degree, but do not directly manage it.4*
  
*This is a difficult question to answer, because not all geology majors complete a degree before they transfer from SCC.  Geology programs are not impacted at most CSU or
UC campuses.  This means that students who only need one more course to complete the AS-T Geology, usually either the last semester of calculus or chemistry, can easily
transfer to a four-year anyway.  Frequently these students have more than completed the requirements for the AS Liberal Arts/Sciences, but the breakdown of what science the
student was majoring in is not recorded.  Tiffany Garbis, the Graduation Specialist, provided our department with a list of everyone who had completed the Math and Sciences
Option. The department faculty then matched the names of known geology majors with the names on the list and identified 4 students, who we know did transfer to geology
programs at 4-year colleges. 
 

Earth Sciences, AS

Number of Awards in the
Following Programs:

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l586tPKYK28khpRcqUEevOWlvKg9VKmw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16SSH8KFbUP_KDIn8CC-LT-Wf35zSdX3-/view?usp=sharing
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Program Review Data Analysis - 6 to 13 : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Are there any patterns, trends, or anomalies in the Student Demographic Data (Ethnicity, Age, Gender, Veteran Status, etc.)?
Figure 4 (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DI-9nZDVX1B6_61bLaQjGVbes-C7VhnN/view?usp=sharing)is an overview of the gender, age, and ethnicity data for the students in
our program. Our students are roughly 50-50 female versus male; they are overwhelming young, with the majority, 65% to 70%, between the ages of 18 to 21; and
approximately 80% of the total in any given year are Latino and White.  This has changed over the years from approximately 40% Latino and 40% White during 2013-14 to
approximately 50% Latino and 30% white in 2018-19. 
            Examination of success and retention data by ethnicity shows that the highest success and retention is for White students.  Both the success and the retention rates
for White students exceed institution-set standards (Figure 5 (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KpOnZGX7VkK8urUXuGkTetWLaBy6O_yO/view?usp=sharing) ).  Retention of
Latino students exceeds the institution-set standard, but success rates do not always (Figure 6 (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q8CzOLdL9iCTzdbispU5_l7Bf1MHGNHX/view?
usp=sharing)).  They have climbed from below 60% for 2013-14 and 2014-15, to exceeding standards in 2015-16, back to below 60% in 2016-17, and have again climbed and
exceeded standards since then.  In general, they are improving, but are not as high as the success rates for white students.  Combining all ethnicities except for Latino and
White shows retention again exceeds the institution-set standard, and success also does except for one year, 2016-2017, when it dropped to 60.2% (Figure 7
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbDqD82Pwd3bgQqM6kBDOPI58KXEsGlI/view?usp=sharing) ).  In general, retention rates are good to excellent for these three groupings of
ethnicity – Latino, White, and everything other than Latino and White.  Success rates for these three grouping vary.  They are best for White students and worst for Latino
students.  At this time, since Latino success rates are climbing, therefore it seems best to keep current practice in place.  It they start to decrease, then an action plan will need
to be developed. 
            Success and retention by age also is good.  The majority of our students are between 18-21 and Figure 8 (change slicers back to all ethnicities and age to the 18-21
group) shows that success and retention both exceed the institutional-set standard for this age group.  It is interesting to note that success and retention rates for everyone
not in the 18-21 age group also exceeds the institution-set standards, and are generally the same or higher (Figure 9
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KFEnAMlgZljMqITAlGkAM87kgwnC1Wgz/view?usp=sharing)). 
            Success and retention rates exceed the institution-set standards for both males and females.  It is interesting to not however that success rates are generally higher for
females than males. 
            No analysis was done for the success and retention rates of the special population groups for  Foster Youth, and Veterans.  For any given year they represent 1% or
less of our student population in the Earth Sciences.  DSPS and Low-Income Students  are another matter.  In any given year roughly 10% of our students are in the DSPS
program and approximately 20% of our students are Low-Income (Figure 10 (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FLgEoVXsVbSexYbnX4f9vFvzrkP-h8L3/view?usp=sharing) ). 
Retention for DSPS students exceeds institution-set standards for all years; success of DSPS students in 2016-2017 barely meets the institution-set standard of 63%, it’s
62.5%.  It exceeds standards for all other years (Figure 11 (https://drive.google.com/file/d/12tu2E2zj76dlQxQIle79OMyR0lKsIHlD/view?usp=sharing)). 
            Low-Income student retention exceeds standards in all years; success rates do not (Figure 12
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tNbY9siLjGLQbqILGrYchgul8LFWDbo7/view?usp=sharing)).  Success rates vary from a low of 55.3% to a high of 63%.  This is the one group
that continuously does not meet the institutional-set standard.  It is interesting to note that the one year, this group meets the institutional-set standard is 2018-19, which is
also the year that we switched to an OER text in our primary general education course, ERTH 100.

Labor market trends and needs: Review the labor market data on the California Employment Development Department (http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/Content.asp?pageid=1011)
website for jobs related to your program.

1. What occupations are related to your program?
2. What are the occupational projections for employment?
3. How do these projections affect planning for your program?

Anything in the geosciences  and almost anything in environmental science.  Other professions that can use the geosciences, but employment not as a scientist include
teaching, museums, and park rangers. 
  
If you plan to work as a geoscientist and have a M.S. and are a licensed California geologist, they are good: with an A.S. not so good.  The “union card” degree in geology is a
M.S.  Since most of the major oil companies have closed their offices in California and moved to Texas, the employment possibilities for students with only an A.S. or a B.S.
have decreased.  Most of the technician jobs that are usually filled by people with A.S. and B.S. degrees went with them.  Basically, completion of an A.S. pretty much leads
you to a 4-yr college or university to get the B.S.   
Where you do see growth-potential is in teaching.  An AS in any physical science is considered an asset in many teacher programs.  

We actively encourage our students to join the geology club, and to apply for internships that will keep them engaged in the geosciences and help them network for their
future endeavors. We have established great relationships with colleagues at local 4 year universities to provide student mixer opportunities to keep our students motivated to
transfer and obtain higher degrees.  

 
Please provide comment on the rates of progress through the basic skills course sequence within your program using the California Community College Chancellor’s Office Data Mart Basic
Skills Progress Tracker (http://datamart.cccco.edu/Outcomes/BasicSkills_Cohort_Tracker.aspx).
N/A
Please provide comment on student survey results administered by the program, if any.
N/A
Please provide comment on program exit exams or other assessments of graduating students, if any. 
N/A
Please provide the number of students who take and pass external license examinations, if relevant to the program.  
 
The only data available is what is volunteered by former students.  Most of the geology majors, become involved in the Geology Club and therefore tend to build a closer
relationship with the faculty and they report back on their successes.  Most of our students transfer and then attend either graduate school or enter teacher-training
programs.  As far as can be determined, only one student in recent years has stopped his education after a B.S in Geology and started working as a geologist.  He graduated
from CSUF last spring and started working for a geology firm last June.  Over the holidays, he proudly reported passing his entry-level, state licensing exam on his first try this
fall. 
 
Please provide data on former students’ post-SCC experiences (e.g. transfer success, career advances, post-graduation surveys), if any.
All information is based upon whatever the students report to us after they leave SCC.  We have seen major changes from the inception of the Earth Sciences program to
today in what colleges our student chose after SCC.  Initially most of our students transferred to either UC System colleges – UCLA, UCSB, UCR, or out of state.  This held true
through most of the 1990s and the early 2000s.  After Dr. Hovanitz was hired in the early 2000s, this slowly changed  from most of our students attending UC system colleges
to  CSU system colleges – CSUF, CSULB, and CalPoly Ponoma.  Most of our students now transfer to colleges within the CSU system.  After finishing their B.S. degrees, they
mostly attend graduate school or enter teacher training programs. 
Please provide data pertaining to the instruction or delivery of service, if any.
Starting this academic year, we are experimenting with flipping-the-classroom in The ERTH 100 lectures.  There are two reasons for this, the first is our newest professor, Mrs.
Daneshmand, prefers this mode of delivery in lecture courses.  The second reason is, after classroom observations of one of her lectures, the department decided to try and
commit to this when possible in the hope of improving our lecture success rates because flipping-the- classroom will require a greater hands-on course component in lecture. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DI-9nZDVX1B6_61bLaQjGVbes-C7VhnN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KpOnZGX7VkK8urUXuGkTetWLaBy6O_yO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q8CzOLdL9iCTzdbispU5_l7Bf1MHGNHX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbDqD82Pwd3bgQqM6kBDOPI58KXEsGlI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KFEnAMlgZljMqITAlGkAM87kgwnC1Wgz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FLgEoVXsVbSexYbnX4f9vFvzrkP-h8L3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12tu2E2zj76dlQxQIle79OMyR0lKsIHlD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tNbY9siLjGLQbqILGrYchgul8LFWDbo7/view?usp=sharing
http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/Content.asp?pageid=1011
http://datamart.cccco.edu/Outcomes/BasicSkills_Cohort_Tracker.aspx
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This will hopefully raise success rates in lecture courses.  Continued analysis of SLO data will determine the success of this experiment.  
 

Outcomes Assessment

Program Review Outcomes Assessment - Course and Section Count : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Program Review Outcomes Assessment - CSLOs : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Program Review Outcomes Assessment - PSLOs : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

ERTH100 - Physical Geology 7

ERTH100 - Physical Geology 3

ERTH100L - Physical Geology Laboratory 5

ERTH100L - Physical Geology Laboratory 2

ERTH111 - Historical Geology 1

ERTH120 - Earth Sciences 2

ERTH121 - Earth Sciences for Educators 1

ERTH121 - Earth Sciences for Educators 2

ERTH214 - Orange County Geology Field Study 1

ERTH214 - Orange County Geology Field Study 1

Courses Section Count

ERTH100 - Physical Geology 2 2

Demonstrate that observations of Earth materials and

features lead to understanding of geological processes.

Analyze and interpret observations of Earth materials and

features to deduce the processes involved.

ERTH121 - Earth Sciences for Educators 2 2

Demonstrate that astronomical, geological, oceanographic

and meteorological observations lead to understanding

natural processes.

Analyze and interpret their observations of Earth materials

and features to deduce the processes involved.

ERTH214 - Orange County Geology Field Study 2 2

Demonstrate that observations of Earth materials and

features lead to an understanding of geological processes.

Analyze and interpret observations of Earth materials and

features in Orange County, California, to deduce the

geologic processes involved.

ERTH100L - Physical Geology Laboratory 2 2

Demonstrate that observations of Earth materials and

features lead to understanding of geological processes.

Analyze and interpret observations of Earth materials and

features to deduce the processes involved.

Student Learning Outcomes CSLO Count CSLOs Measured

Earth Science*

PSLO

Earth Sciences, AS

Demonstrate an understanding of geoscience processes

based upon observation of Earth materials and features.

Demonstrate an understanding of the basic principles of the

geosciences.

Program Student Learning Outcomes PSLO Count PSLOs Measured
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Program Review Outcomes Assessment - Assessment of CSLOs and PSLOs : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on
08/05/2020 05:24

How does the program/service area systematically assess student learning outcomes and/or service area outcomes using specific and measurable performance criteria?
We use pre-test and post-test quizzes in lecture. In the past, we have assessed the geology classes in fall and the Earth Science classes in the spring. Going forward, we will be using pre
and post tests for every class, every semester.
What is your assessment cycle, how are assessments carried out, and who is involved in the assessment process?
The instructor is responsible for administering the pre and post test for their classes.
Upon review of course student learning outcome assessment data, give at least one specific example of:

1. A course student learning outcome which students have definitely met and why you think students were successful.
2. A course student learning outcome which students have definitely not met and why you think students were unsuccessful.  What changes have you considered making?

We no longer have access to previous data. The previous department chair did not relinquish these data to the new department chair,  therefore we cannot answer this question.
What changes has the program already made based on its assessment of course student learning outcomes?  Give specific examples and describe how you know if the changes have
increased success?  
We no longer have access to previous data. We are working on creating DLA's for the STAR center to increase student success in our courses. We won't know if it works until after
implementation and assessment.
Upon review of program student learning outcome assessment data, what patterns, trends, or anomalies did your program identify?
Past data has shown lower SLO scores in Earth Sciences.

Curriculum and Program Management

Program Review - Curriculum and Program Management : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
With SCC’s Mission Statement in mind, explain how your program/service area meets the academic, developmental, and vocational needs of SCC’s diverse student population?
The Earth sciences courses in our department are primarily scheduled to meet the needs of non-geology majors completing their general education requirements for the
physical sciences.  All of our courses involve critical thinking skills and we frequently include an essay component in the majority of exams.  Written explanations are part of
many of the labs, therefore students have ample opportunities to practice –  to learn, to communicate, and to think critically. 
We also schedule multiple sections of our common general education courses each semester, ERTH 100, Physical Geology, and ERTH 100L, Physical Geology Lab, which
helps both geology and non-geology majors complete their degrees and transfer in a timely manner.   A problem has arisen with night enrollments however.  With a scheduling
grid no longer in place for night classes, our night enrollments, which were never as strong, have plummeted.  We are abandoning our commitment to night programs,
because these are the most frequently cancelled courses in our program.   This may seem an inconvenience, but because our available LHE is constant, if we repeatedly
cancel classes, we lose that LHE and our program shrinks.  While a commitment to maintaining a night program is best for students, if enrollments are low and we cancel
classes our program is permanently damaged.  We therefore are no longer making a commitment to night classes. 
Our geology majors are also suffering because of the priority being put on enrollment numbers rather than program completion.  We used to also schedule sophomore
geology coursework every other year to meet their needs, but because we have either not been allowed to schedule those courses, or because they were cancelled for low
enrollment, our department has now lost ALL of our sophomore level coursework and geology majors must now complete an alternative program utilizing an additional
chemistry course in place of the now discontinued, sophomore mineralogy course, ERTH 280.   The initiation of the AS-T Geology has helped to mitigate this for students who
transfer to the CSU system, but students who transfer to the UC system are at a disadvantage and have to postpone their junior level course because they have not completed
their sophomore coursework before transfer. 
The next consideration is changing enrollment patterns.  All of our courses can be utilized to meet general education, transfer requirements , but we find that the courses
students chose to take are depressing similar.  Before we revised the naming and numbering of our courses most students chose to take what is now ERTH 120.  This is not
always the best choice for students, because as a survey of four physical sciences – astronomy, meteorology, oceanography, and geology – there is four times the vocabulary,
four times the concepts to learn, and less time available for repetition in presentation, partly because a greater amount of time must be spent on how these sciences connect
and interact.  There is also no lab component for ERTH 120, unless you take the educators class, ERTH 121, which transfers into the teacher education programs at the CSU
system.  One of the reasons for adopting the C-ID numbering system would be that introductory physical geology, ERTH 100, which is much easier for most students to
successfully complete, would then have a lower number and students believe that the lower the number the easier the course.  Success rates are usually better for this course
because it concentrates on only one science and because there is also a lab available for a hands-on learning experience.  This worked beyond our wildest hopes.  Enrollment
is ERTH 100 has more than doubled, but with the lowest number possible for a transfer course, enrollment in other courses such as ERTH 120, ERTH 130, and ERTH 160 has
plummeted. 
All ERTH courses have either optional or required fieldtrips as part of their curriculum.This is now a problem because we no longer have a budget for field trip transportation
and expenses.This is of serious concern because the stand-alone field trip courses are a critical component in program building.They are our “internal outreach courses” and
are frequently the initial geology courses taken by students, who then decide to take other general education geology courses. 
With the addition of a new member to the department faculty, Mrs. Daneshmand, and the retirement of all of the older faculty, Dr. Hovanitz and Ms. Brooks, our program will be
changing.Formerly the department curriculum was organized around traditional hard-rock geology, concentrating on rocks, minerals and plate tectonics.Mrs. Daneshmand’s
area of interest is coastal geology.Because of this, plans are to try and increase enrollment in courses that have a greater emphasis on surface and coastal processes – ERTH
130, Environmental Geology, and ERTH 160, Oceanography.Eventually, new curriculum will be written to facilitate a new program emphasis. 
 
Does your program/service area offer sufficient courses, workshops or other services, with sufficient frequency, at appropriate times, and through appropriate delivery modes to meet the
major requirements, transfer goals, and general education, co-curricular, and elective needs of the student body?  If not, list what changes would help accomplish this.
Except for night courses, the answer is an unqualified yes.  Until night enrollments begin to rise however, we will not be able to meet the needs of predominately night
students.
Does your program/service area offer learning opportunities that extend beyond the traditional classroom experience?
Yes, they are called field trips.  We have re-introduced stand-alone, field trip courses during Fall 2016 and hope to continue to schedule these courses because they are a
major internal outreach for our program.
How do program/service area faculty and/or staff review the processes it uses to manage the curriculum and program, including the process of introducing new courses and/or workshops
and services, the process of conducting quadrennial reviews for instruction, and the process of creating new programs and services?
We completed a curriculum overhaul that was implemented starting Fall 2016. Our current concerns are keeping our coursework current and successfully changing our
program emphasis to include more coastal process and marine geology.As to process, we closely follow enrollments and class cancellations as a guide to what students are
interested in taking.We also monitor curriculum changes at the 4-years and as a guide to what will successfully transfer. 
 
How do program/service area faculty and/or staff coordinate activities with other college programs and services, including the Library? How do program/service area faculty and/or staff
maintain their knowledge of other programs and services offered at SCC? If applicable, what contact does the program/service area have with outside advisory groups?
The major way we try to stay on top of coordination is through committee work.  We find that frequently we will hear of issues that might affect our program or our students
through the committees we attend. 
 
Upon consideration of the information you have presented in this section, what areas or issues will need attention from the program/service area in the next three years?
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The first major area of attention will be increasing enrollment outside of ERTH 100, especially in ERTH 160 and ERTH 130.  Successfully increasing the enrollment of those
courses will build a springboard for developing new curriculum in coastal processes and marine geology. 
The second major area of attention will be increasing field trips.  The major challenge is that we will probably need to achieve this without financial support. 
The third major area of attention will be continuing to recruit geology majors and increase completion of both the AS-T in Geology and the A.S. in Earth Sciences. 
 

Resources

Program Review Resources - Facilities Exclusive to Program/Service Area : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on
08/05/2020 05:24
Offices: SC-217 
Storerooms: SC-206 
 

Program Review Resources - Facilities Shared with Other Programs/Service Areas : Version by Daneshmand, Angela
on 08/05/2020 05:24
Classrooms: SC-103 
Laboratories: SC-206 
Conference Rooms: SC-211 
 

Program Review Resources - Specialized Equipment and Resources : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

0 0 1 1 0

Classrooms Labs Offices Storerooms Conference Rooms

1 1 0 0 1

Classrooms Labs Offices Storerooms Conference Rooms

Mineral Collection for General Education Geology and Earth Sciences Labs approximately 5,000 specimens in SC-206 and SC-206 storeroom

Mineral collection for Mineralogy approximately 500 specimens in SC-206 storeroom

Rock Collection for General Education Geology and Earth Sciences Labs approximately 3,000 specimens in SC-206 and SC-206 storeroom

Fossil Collection for Historical Geology approximately 750 specimens in SC-206

Map Collection approximately 200 maps in SC-206 storeroom

31, 10-year old, 13-inch MacBook Pro Laptop Computers in SC-206 storeroom

COW storage and charging station for the laptop computers – in SC-206 storeroom

Plate Tectonics Software

Topographic Map Software

Class Sets (30 to 36 each) magnifiers, hardness kits, streak plates, magnets, glass jars, hand lenses, calculators,

rulers, protractors, compasses, scissors, tape, string for measurement, paper rolls, silly

putty, Styrofoam balls in SC-206

32 Portable High-Intensity Desk Lamps 80 working, 10 broken in SC-206

Chemical Models of Common/Significant Minerals 2 sets, one in SC-103 and one in SC-206

Chemical models of crystal lattice structures in SC-206

Wooden models of crystallographic axes in SC-206

Settling Tube in SC-103

Classroom hand samples and past-around minerals and rocks approximately 300 specimens in SC-103

Cabinet for hand samples and pass-around minerals and rocks in SC-103

Classroom and Lab Displays of Minerals and Rocks approximately 50 specimens in SC-103 and approximately 150 in SC-206

Display Fossils, Fossil Reproductions, and models approximately 3 in SC-103 and 10 in SC-206

Displays for luster, habit, and cleavage of minerals in SC-103

3 globes in SC-103

Moon Globe in SC-103

Map projection models in SC-206 storeroom

Geology Library (mostly CDMG, CGS, and USGS publications related to the geology of southern California

and the southwestern US in SC-206 storeroom

Camping Gear ice chests, tarps, and shovels in SC-206 storeroom

Equipment/Resource Description
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Program Review Resources - Funding Sources : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

N/A

Program Review Resources : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

How well do the facilities used by the program/service area meet its needs?  Do facilities and equipment meet appropriate safety criteria?
The Earth sciences program’s classroom, lab and office space, and meeting room needs are adequately met.Our need is to correct the lighting issues in the laboratory.The
attempt to correct these issue with the lights clamped to the lab tables has failed.These lights ae easy to abuse and break and we are finding that as our lab is being used more
and more for lecture courses in other disciplines, the lights are being broken because they are in the way during lectures.The original building plans for the Science Center
included high-intensity task lighting at each student bench in the geology lab.Another solution will have to be found because this one is working, when the lights are not
broken, but these lights are too easy to break. 
Our other major unmet need is for a place to use the rock saw.We have now been promised 4 different locations for the rock saw, and have been bumped out of each one, even
after the last one was specifically modified for our use.It has also been summarily taken away from us to house the new landscaping crew. 
Our program’s other unmet need is storage space.  When the building plans were changed, we lost approximately 50% of our storage space in the move from B-102 to SC-206. 
We also lost our planned prep-room, which is where the rock saw problem comes from.    
Our last facilities concern is soundproofing.  Sound insulation between our lecture room, SC-103, and the astronomy lecture room, SC-104, is needed. Students continually
complain about the difficulties of listening to two simultaneous lectures when both rooms are in use.  If any class is using AV equipment in the large lecture hall, SC-105 on the
first floor, the geology lab above also gets to listen. 
 
How sufficient are the program/service area’s equipment, supplies, and materials?  Does the program/service area have a budget and timeline for the purchase of needed equipment and
supplies?
We have no current desperate equipment needs.We kind of have a budget for supplies.It comes and goes, some years we have monies and other years we do not.This makes
planning difficult. We have mostly kept up with replacement of consumables (rocks and minerals) with the exception of maps.Instead of a timeline, we tend to take inventory at
the end of each academic year and plan our supply purchases as needed.With the change to a more coastal processes emphasis, we anticipate needing additional monies in
the next few years because we will be re-working many of our labs. 
 
How well do technology resources (i.e., computers, software, media and presentation equipment) meet the needs of the program/service area?
The Earth sciences technology resources are completely inadequate at this time. Our MacBook laptops are now 10 years old and desperately need replacing.Also, the IT staff
is incredibly non-responsive when problems occur with the MacBooks.This is one of the many reasons we have made current technology requests to replace them with PC-
based computers.We are also concerned because when IT does work on our computers they have a history of losing our equipment or just not returning it. 
 
How well do technology resources (i.e., computers and software), training, and technical support meet the administrative needs of the program/service area?
The level of support we receive in our offices is much higher than the level of support we receive in classrooms and labs and generally meets our immediate needs. 
 
How adequate is staff support (provided by administrative assistants, lab assistants, learning facilitators, and instructional assistants, and other classified staff) to meet the instructional and
operational needs of the program/service area?
The Earth Sciences Department has excellent secretarial help and other classified staff to meet our current instructional and administrative requirements for lecture
courses.We wish we could return to the excellent and immediate help we used to receive when we had AV issues in our classrooms.That has now become problematic
because the ITS helpdesk is not always manned and that is where you are to call when you need help. 
What we desperately need is to replace our instructional assistant to help in lab with supply maintenance, ordering, cataloging, and cleaning.  We are the ONLY science that
did not have their existing hours for short-term staff reinstated after the budget cuts of a decade ago.  Both biology and chemistry got their funding for short-term staff

Camping Gear stoves, lanterns, tarps, tents in SC-103 cupboards

Ro-Tap Sieve Shaker stored in M&O building

1 set Brass Sieves for the Ro-Tap in SC-206 storeroom

2 sets plastic sieves SC-206 storeroom

1 binocular microscope SC-206 storeroom

1 heavy-duty Rubbermaid plastic cart SC-206 storeroom

2 map carts one in SC-206 and one in SC-103

5 raised relief maps SC-206 storeroom

1 set of USGS Preliminary Hazard Quads for the area surrounding the college mounted on

form-core

in SC-103

Wall maps CGS Geologic Map of California, Ocean Basins of the world – 1 each in SC-103 and SC-206

Miscellaneous geologic maps and posters in SC-103 and SC-206

Small wall posters of the Periodic Table of the Elements in SC-103 and SC-206

Seismometer/Seismograph in storage awaiting software, dedicated computer, and a home

Rock Saw in storage awaiting a table and a home

10 Wave Troughs SC-206 storeroom

Glassware Beakers, filtering flasks, tubing in SC-206

Small Scales in SC-206

32 Microbrite Microscopes (handheld) SC-206 storeroom

Equipment/Resource Description

undefined undefined

Funding Source Description
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reinstated ASAP, but we have been told to go through the budget prioritization process and have gotten nowhere in over 10 years of requests. 
 
Does your program/service area receive any categorical (Basic Skills, Student Equity, SSSP, Strong Workforce Program) and/or grant funding?  If so, what major activities or resources has
the funding allowed for?  What impact has this had on your program/service area (address both positive and negative impacts)?   If the college were to sustain these activities, which are
critical to your program/service area and what would be required to institutionalize them?
N/A
Upon consideration of the information you have presented in this section, what areas or issues will need attention from the program/service area in the next three years?
In order of importance:

1. 19.5 hours/week ongoing instructional aide
2. fix the lighting situation in the lab
3. storage and prep space
4. sound insulation in both SC-103 and SC-206

Which is the same list, with some priority changes, as has appeared in the last 3 program reviews written by our department. 
 

Human Resources

Program Review Human Resources - Support Staff : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

N/A

Program Review Human Resources : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

What are faculty, staff, and administrators doing to remain current in knowledge of learning theory, counseling and student development theory, maintenance and operations practices,
instructional strategies, and content?  In which professional organizations and conferences do faculty, staff, and administrators participate?
The geology faculty are very disparate in their interests. One is a metamorphic petrologist, recently retired, another is a potential-fields geophysicist, who retires at the end of
Fall 2019.Our newest faculty, Angela Daneshmand, specializes in coastal processes and marine geology. 
Eric Hovanitz, was our resident petrologist, and he belongs to the Geological Society of America (GSA), the National Association of Geoscience Teachers (NAGT), American
Association of Science (AAS), American Geosciences Institute (AGI), and the South Coast Geological Society (SCGS). He subscribes to and reads Science News and Science
magazine. He participates in NAGT and SCGS field trips and conferences. 
Debra Brooks, was our resident geophysicist, and she also belongs to the NAGT and the GSA. Both also have informal ties with other geologists and geophysicists in
organizations such as the California Coastal Commission and the US Geological Survey that helped us to stay current. 
Angela Daneshmand, our new coastal processes geologist is a member of NAGT, GSA, SCGS, American Geophysical Union (AGU), Strengthening and Advocating Geoscience
Education in 2 Year Colleges (SAGE2YC), Association of Women Geologists (AWG) and SoCalSeas professional organizations which keep her current in knowledge and she is
able to build networks amongst like-minded individuals to collaborate and advance teaching and learning strategies in her classes. She regularly attends local meetings and
regional conferences multiple times throughout the year. Most recently she has been participating in SoCalSeas workshops which bring together marine science educators
from local 2YC and 4YC colleges. She participated in the Earth Educator's Rendezvous in Nashville, TN last summer to network and learn about cutting edge tools and
strategies in Earth Science Education.  

 
How do faculty, staff, and administrators participate in college-wide programs, shared governance bodies, and leadership activities? In what ways do faculty, staff, and administrators serve
as resources for the community?
Eric Hovanitz served as a Senator for Math and Sciences in the SCC Academic Senate and was faculty co-chair of the Facilities Committee, which means he was also on PIE.
Debra Brooks was Department Chair and on the Educational Master Planning Committee, the Enrollment Management Committee, and the STEM-Advisory Committee. She
also served as a faculty mentor for students in the Pathways for Teaching Program and upon request worked with Orange County Cub Scout and Girl Scout Programs. Angela
Daneshmand is in her first year of the tenure process and will not start committee obligations until after this semester. She plans on joining the Academic Senate Committee in
the Fall of 2020. Angela is very invested in giving back to the community and planting seeds for the future of science. She enjoys participating in outreach and education
events at local K-12 schools. She is also an active committee member of CubScout Pack 1218 and leads them on hikes and field trips teaching about local geology and earth
science concepts at least 4-5 times per year.  
 
Are adequate numbers of qualified faculty, staff, and administrators available to teach and/or implement all components within a program/service area’s offerings or services?
We generally have no trouble with there being adequate full-time faculty to teach our programs offerings.The bigger problem is when adjunct faculty are needed, there are few
available in the local area that we would want to have teaching in our program. 
  
 
Are adequate and appropriate mentoring and professional development opportunities available and do department faculty, staff, and administrators regularly utilize these opportunities?
Yes, however there is a challenge in that we are discouraged to participate in such opportunities if it means we will have to miss classes.  This does not appear to be true in
other divisions/slash programs and we are unsure why it is happening for us. 
 
To what extent are adjunct faculty, part-time staff, and interim administrators knowledgeable about the program/service area’s practices and standards? What opportunities are provided for
adjunct faculty, part-time staff, and interim administrators to become engaged in program/service area activities and communication?
The Earth Sciences program’s occasional adjunct faculty members are knowledgeable about our program’s practices and standards.We regularly meet with them when they
are teaching at SCC to review our practices and standards and SLO requirements. One is also an expert on Orange County geology and has been more than willing to help the
full-time faculty whenever information on detailed aspects of the local geology has been needed. With the retirement of 2 members of the faculty and the hiring of a new
member within a year, this situation will change. 
  
 
Upon consideration of the information you have presented in this section, what areas or issues will need attention from the program/service area in the next three years?
We need to establish a larger pool of adjunct instructors. 
  

undefined undefined undefined undefined undefined

Title of Position Count Full-time or Part-time Months per Year Funding Source
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Internal and External Communication

Program Review Internal & External Communication : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
When were the program/service area’s catalog entries last updated to ensure currency and accuracy?
The Earth Sciences Department DPP are reviewed and updated annually.The DPP is usually updated at the start of every semester and the catalog entry is updated and
checked every spring during the catalog review process. 
 
When was the program/service area’s Annual Plan (formerly called DPP) last updated to ensure currency and accuracy?
It was last updated and reviewed in September 2019.
How does the program/service area keep its website comprehensive and current?  Does the website contain the program/service area’s mission? Does the website contain current contact
information (telephone numbers, email addresses, and office hours and locations) for program/service area faculty and/or staff?  Are program/service area outcomes posted? Are outcome
assessment results posted?
We update it annually.The department’s mission is included and faculty listing are current through December 2019.It will need to be updated before the start of the Spring 2020
to reflect the recent retirement of Debra Brooks.Program and SLO assessments are not posted, but we do list the rotation schedule for our course offerings and transfer
options for geology majors.Unlike most academic departments, all of the faculty in our department also have individual web pages. 
 
How does the program/service area keep instructional faculty, counselors, advisors, and/or service area personnel informed about course offerings, trainings, workshops, and related
practices?
Our faculty occasionally meet with counselors and advisors or their supervisors about our program’s courses, their sequencing, and the criteria for placement.We tye to
attend a Counseling Department Meeting to discuss our program every other year.We also regularly inform the Dean of Counseling and the Counseling Department Chairs by
email whenever we are offering courses that are not routinely offered every semester and they have helped us to make sure that the counselors are informed. 
 
How well do faculty and staff communicate about and coordinate the work of the program/service area?
Faculty communication has been enormously facilitated by having adjacent offices in the Science Center and also having our lecture and lab classrooms in the same building
with our offices.This means we see each other on a regular basis and it is easy to keep up.We also text and email each other as needed.Previously our offices were in different
U-buildings, our lecture room was in yet another different U-building, the computer lab we used for lab was in yet a fourth different U-building, and lab was in the lower level of
the B-building. 
 
Upon consideration of the information you have presented in this section, what areas or issues will need attention from the program/service area in the next three years?
It’s time to meet with the counselors and go over our program again and to start a new adjunct pool. 
 

Planning Agenda

Program Review Planning Agenda : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24

Learning communities- english, comm, and

environmental geology

Student cohorts perform better overall and

this may help with low enrollment

time for planning and implementation none

Create student centered activities for all

courses

Interactive classrooms help students retain

information and increase the success of

special populations

time for planning and implementation as well

as supplies (ex. sand, fish tanks, sand

structure models, lexans, etc.)

~$3,000

Create virtual field trip experiences Virtual field trips are necessary for creating

an accessible geology course.

time to develop and funding for the

technology needed

~$5,000

Hire another full time faculty member We just had a full time faculty member retire

and we are pretty close to needing another

person to replace them. This would allow the

new hire to focus on the core physical

geology classes while the current full time

faculty focuses on oceanography and

incorporating geoscience education

methods.

New hire

Hire an instructional aide We cannot continue to maintain and operate

an instruction lab on faculty good will.

$14,000/year ongoing

Implement a robust and sound SLO data

collection process

We cannot answer the questions we have

been asked with what is available

time for planning and implementation none

Maintain/Improve field trips Enrollment numbers are very low and

historically field trips attract students to our

courses

reinstate field trip budget for transportation $1000/year

Actions for 2019-2022 Supporting Data Resources Needed Estimated Cost
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Summary Report

Program Review Summary Report - What is and is not working : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
Briefly describe and explain what is working well in your program/service area.

Extensive rock/mineral/fossil specimens have been collected over time.
Adjuncts have been extremely flexible and understanding through the Covid-19 pandemic.
Communication between full time and part time faculty is fantastic!

Briefly describe and explain what is not working well or needs attention in your program/service area.
Rough transition between department chairs. Much of the information that should have been passed on was not.
SLO data collection has been hit or miss and needs to be implemented consistently.
Student enrollment has been on a downwards trend.
Creating student centered activities, organizing field trips, and implementing service learning opportunities is nearly impossible with only one full time faculty member.
Lack of instructional support. Lab maintenance will become an issue in the Spring if/when we are back on campus because we only have one full time faculty member.Vir
Lab lighting is still inadequate.
Lack of field trip funding is impacting our program because this is our major method of internal outreach. We have field trip classes but no money for the transportation which leaves
us in a lurch on occasion.
Lack of storage space for lab equipment. Fossils have been stolen from SC-206 and camping gear has been stolen from M & O. Rock saw needs to be set up somewhere that is
accessible.

Program Review Summary Report - Resources : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 10/20/2020 23:47

Program Review Summary Report - Initiatives and Other Findings : Version by Daneshmand, Angela on 08/05/2020 05:24
What campus-wide initiatives intersect with your program’s activities, operations and/or plans? (Please provide a hyperlink and a list of initiatives)

Hawk’s Nest Food Pantry (https://www.sccollege.edu/StudentServices/FoodPantry/Pages/Home-Page.aspx), held a “basic needs drive” in my courses, collectively donated ~100
items and over $100
Community Science Night (https://www.sccollege.edu/Departments/STEM/Pages/Community_Science_Night.aspx), opened up a service-learning opportunity between SCC and
CSUF future educators and received over 15,000 items as donations from Earth Science Non-Profit organizations to give away at Community Science Night

Summarize any other findings from your program/service area review and planning process that you would like to share with the college community.
It was very insightful looking back at how the earth sciences have changed over time. I'm looking forward to where the department is headed in the future.

Create an honors oceanography course An enriched environment that allows for

student-directed activities and discussions,

guest speakers, field trips and more

professors who are committed to innovative

teaching styles and strategies 

A learning community of students who share

a curiosity and an analytical approach to

education

time for planning and implementation none

Actions for 2019-2022 Supporting Data Resources Needed Estimated Cost

Lab work table needs to be purchased and

our rock saw needs to be made operational

Class set of laptops to be shared with

Geography. Request first made Fall 2019.

Maintaining physical geology, historical

geology, earth science and oceanography

lab equipment

Reinstate instructional aide

Lab table lamps need to be replaced.

Lighting in SC-206 is insufficient for the night

labs

Purchasing virtual field trip equipment Purchasing seismic monitoring equipment New full time faculty hire in the next 3 years

Purchase 2 display cabinets for the 2nd floor

hallway between SC-216 and SC-217

Replacing broken color printer in SC-206.

Request first made Fall of 2019.

Purchase 32 Pocket Size Sand Grain Sizing

Folders

Facilities Technology Equipment Personnel

https://www.sccollege.edu/StudentServices/FoodPantry/Pages/Home-Page.aspx
https://www.sccollege.edu/Departments/STEM/Pages/Community_Science_Night.aspx

